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Feedback from the Southern Panel community meeting 17 May 2017  
 

SHEET  COMMUNITY FEEDBACK  
Southern Cell Options 
Shortlist 
Recommendations: 
Coastal Unit K1: 
Haumoana Section  

1. 16A and 16B are the wrong way round when you compare them 
to the draft sheets.  

2. Haumoana: A 100-year scenario is very difficult to get your head 
around. It would be helpful to have 10 yr, 20yr or 50yr 
projections. Easier for my human mind to get my head around.  

3. Would it not be reasonable to look after our crest NOW: shingle 
from crest all over Domain Road. Gaps allowing vehicles to drive 
onto crest. Get vehicles off a vulnerable beach crest – possible to 
enact now (at little cost).  

4. Scenarios are well presented for 100 year ahead – but what 
people may relate more to is timeframes closer to the present?  

5. [Arrow to number 7: Enhance shingle  crest] This worked very well 
when it was done two years ago. This year it started to fail again 
as crest wasn’t maintained.  

Options Overview 1. Number 3: Renourishment – Gravel: Yes, please cheap option.  
2. Number 8: Wetland or lagoon creation: Please protect the 

wetlands on Beach Road by pushing up crest every year.  
3. Number 13: Groynes and Nourishment: Definitely more groynes.  
4. Number 13: Groynes and Nourishment: Haumoana groyne has 

DEFINITELY paid for its construction in its short life span!! Has 
saved Haumoana in last round of cyclones.  

Feedback and Questions: 
Priority Units – Clive/East 
Clive  

1. The mouth Clive River?  

Feedback and Questions: 
Priority Units – Te Awanga  

1. A combination of 2,3,4 to support 13 & 14 for TA/Haumoana 
please.  

2. Options 2,7,13 green engineering already effective between 
storm events shown at some properties erosion wholey from 
storms.  

3. We have gained approximately 200m of naturally acquired crest 
post the 2002 storm through planting and depositing soil. Long 
term T/A resident feel free to contact @ 259 Clifton Road.  

4. Offshore Reef – social benefits, surfing, fishing.  
5. Google early 1900s tsunami earthquake off south America – Im 

high – travelled up, Leyland Road, thru camping ground.  
6. Groynes – the river mouth appears to be working.  
7. Having groynes will increase sand build up, better surfing and 

fishing there find more popularity increasing money coming in, 
increasing prices for houses. Sarah N.  

Feedback and Questions: 
Priority Units – Haumoana  

1. Get on with groynes.  
2. Options 13,14,15,16. 
3. Push up shingle on crest every year around Easter.  
4. 100 years is scare tactics.  
5. Find out from locals the best timing for pushing up crest.  
6. Maintain the crest.  
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7. 13 – groynes work! We’ve got one and they are well tested 
around the world. 14 also.  

8. It appears to make sense to maintain the present groyne and do 
the possible now – maintain beach crest (7), planting (2), wetland 
(8) – worth looking at.  

9. Fill in that saddle in the groyne!  
10. Haumoana = (7) enhance shingle crest (2) planting.  
11. Any solution medium to long term – think big picture – move on 

with making tangible meaningful decisions   
12. Start with a combo of 3 & 7 then long term either 13 or 14 with 

15. 
13. Develop reefs & islands as this slow erosion e.g. Bay of Islands 

crests will naturally build up and stay built up.  
14. Haumoana = Hurry up and protect it. Keep building up the crest. 

STOP vehicles driving on crest!  
15. Council pushed up crest 2 years ago – very successful. Don’t know 

why you didn’t follow through this year?  
16. Stop spaying herbicides into biotopes along cycle ways! Both 

sides!!  
17. Enhance shingle crest.  
18. A combination of 2,3,4 to support 13 and 14 Please!  
19. A combo of 2,3,4 to support 13.  

Feedback and Questions: 
Priority Units – Clifton  

1. Option 16-13 certainly should be continued as our existing wall 
proves.  

2. Southern Cell Clifton: option 13: Haumoana mouth is evident of 
result. This along with option 16 would be best.  

3. Southern Cell Clifton: option 16: I do not agree with the beach 
access lost. This option with a groyne end would be best.  

4. History info required. What was it like 50 20 years ago.  
5. What is the problem what was it like 50 years ago. 
6. Re Clifton: Seawall at Clifton: I don’t agree with the 

negative/adverse assessments. 1. End effect not present on 
current wall. 2. Beach access is nil at present. A wall could have 
pathways. 

Feedback and Questions: 
General: I’m concerned 
about…. 

1. No colours on legends.  
2. Money being spent on exploration over sustainability.  
3. A bit too much effort went into nice, colourful diagrams that 

basically said not much. Where are the numbers for costs and 
options for financing everything?  

4. Council leaving us to be eroded.  
5. Tonkin and Taylor need to know a piece of coast before making 

these hugely significant hazard zones. Margot.  
6. Why wasn’t there any publicity on tonight. Thank goodness Ann 

let us know.  
7. Information is confusing in parts e.g. Haumoana 16A and 16B the 

wrong way round. Legends are unclear. Someone should review 
first.  

8. A lot of Haumoana residents don’t know this is on tonight. I just 
phoned 2 households that hadn’t cleared mailbox and fliers only 
put in them today. Not a good ‘public’ representation for such a 
significant step in the process. Margot.  
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9. Needed flyers or posters in local shops or on the tsunami signs on 
the way in.  

10. Local authorities are the landlords who decide ‘everything’ so ?? 
but unfortunately their interest is in mitigating their 
responsibility.  

Feedback and Questions: 
General: I like…. 

1. 1% ? 
2. Great displays thank you! And good representation.  

Feedback and Questions: 
General: I have a 
question…. 

1. A lot of erosion at Clifton Camp could be protected by making a 
wall using all the old tyres that nobody knows what to do with as 
they would be good protection.  

2. Unfortunately Tonkin & Taylors reports are desktop generics that 
need site specific survey and analysis. Suggest go back to that 
source and check accuracy.  

3. The coast from Clifton to the Tukituki River does not need groynes 
all along it. The cape view area could be protected by a concrete 
wall.  

Edge feedback sheet – 
community to place blue 
dot in a column rating the 
session  

1. No dots in excellent/Ok/needs work/poor.  
2. 7 dots in very good. 
3. 2 dots in good.  
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